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Summary. A split coefficient system for the equivariant Bredon cohomology is defined. Its pro- 

perties are used to show that Ks (X)® Q is iSomorphic to the Bredon cohomology of X with ap- 

propriate coefficients, provided G is a finite group and X is a compact G-CW complex. As a corollary 

we obtain that Kg ® Q can be expressed in terms of the ordinary K-theory. 

1. Split coefficient system. Let G be a finite group and DO; the category of 

canonical G-orbits, i.e. G-sets of the form G/H, where H is a subgroup of G, and 

G-morphisms. Two orbits G/H and G/H' are identified in Og; iff H and H' are 

conjugate in G. The category of contravariant functors from Og to the category Ab 

of abelian groups is denoted by &¢. Objects of &; are called G-coefficient systems. 

If H is a subgroup of G then there exists a functor (+)g: €s— Cy such that for 

any G-coefficient system M 

My (H/H)=M (G/H') 

whenever H/H' is an object of Dy. 

Let Og be the full subcategory of Og, consisting of all orbits different from 

G/G. If M is as above then for any canonical orbit ¢/H we will denote lim My by 

M (G/H) and the structural morphisms of this limit On 

M (G/H)-»Myz (H/H)=M (G/H") 

by p (H/H"). M (G/H) possess a natural structure of a WH=NH/H-module. 

If ne NH then the composition 

nH p(H/H') 
M(G/H)—— M(G/H)——— M (G/H)=(M ¢/n~* H' n) 

is equal to p (¥/n~* H' n). Let 

m (G/H): M (G/H)—M (G/H) 

be a WH-module morphism such that p (H/H") m(G/H) is the morphism My (*/H— 

~My (H/H") induced by the map H/H'— H/H, whenever H/H' is a canonical 

H-orbit. Ker m (G/H) is denoted by M (G/H). 
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1.1. DEerFINITION. A G-coefficient system AM is called split iff for any canonical 

orbit G/H there exists a WH-module morphism’ 7 (G/H): M (G/H) — M (G/H) 

satisfying y : 

m (GH) t (G/H)=id. 

1.2. Examples. Let Rg be a coefficient system defined for objects as Rg (G/H) = 

=R(H)®Q, where R(H) is a unitary representation ring, and for G-maps G/H— 

—G/H' as the composition of a restriction homomorphism and conjugation by 

elements of G. This follows from the proof of the Artin theorem (see Serre [4]) 

that Rg is a split coefficient system. Furthermore, one can check that if M is an 
EE 1 

arbitrary Mackey functor (see Dress [2]) over Z a then M is a split coefficient 

. System. tee 

1.3. LEMMA. If M is a split G-coefficient system then 

‘Homg (N, M)=[]. Homyx (N(G/H), M (G/H)) 
.G/He Og 

whenever N is an object of C;. 

Proof. Let {{e}}=90, =O, ... ¢0,=D¢ be a certain filtration of Og, such that 

any Oy is a full subcategory of Og with k objects and if ¢/H is in O, and there exists 
a morphism in Og from G/H' to G/H then ¢/H’ is in Oy, too. Let Ou \Dy_; ={G/H,}- 

For any G-map f: G/H,— G/H, one can find a subgroup H; of H, conjugate 

to H, in G and an element w of WH such that the morphism M (f) is equal to, the 

composition M (w) p (H;/H,). This yields a group isomorphism: 

Hom, (N, M)=Homg, _ (N, M) ® Hompy, (N (G/H;), ker m (GH), 

where Homg (XN, M) denotes the group of all natural transformations from N lo, 

to Mg, - 

The statement of the lemma follows from the.above formula by induction. 

2. Bredon cohomology with the coefficient system R; and the K; ® O-theory. 

If X 1s a G-CW complex then the equivariant Bredon cohomology of X with a coefli- 

cient system M will be denoted by H* (X, M) (see [1]). 

2.1. PROPOSITION. There exists a natural transformation of equivariant cohomology 

theories ‘ a © 

che: Ko—~ H?* (, Rg), 
k=0 . 

such that for any compact G-CW complex X : 

(ch? id) (X): Ks (X)Q Q—H® (X, Ro) 

is an isomorphism. EN 

Proof. For any G-orbit G/H R; (G/H) is a divisible’ group and hence a WH-in- 

jective one. Because Rg is a split coefficient system then from 1.3. it follows that
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Rs; is an injective object of Cg. Let fi, (X) denote the object of G; determined by 

h, (X) (G/H)=H, (X®). The injectivity of R¢ yields formulas (see [1], p. I-22). 

H" (X, Rg) =Homg, (kh, (X), RG)= [|] Hom (H,(X*), RID® Q)= 
* G/H€Dg 

: = [1] B"@*, Q)®R(H). 
! G|HeOg : 

We define L; and L, as the maps 

[1 re o9r@M- [] H&E QRH) 
G/HeDg f:G/H;—~GH, 

\ ing 

satisfying the conditions 

S; Ly=(H" (f)®1id) Sem, » Sy L,=(d®R )) Sey,» 

where Sy and Sey are structural morphisms of products. 

It is easy to check that Homg_ (4, (X), Rs) is isomorphic to ker (L,—L,). Let 

gy (X) be the restriction | 

Kg (X)— Kg (X)— Kg (X) 

and let | 

gX)= [] a: X)~ [] Ka @®= [] K@HQR EH). 
G/H eg 3 G/HeDg G/HeOg 

If we let ch denote the ordinary Chern homomorphism then we can consider the 

composition a 

che X)= [] (ch (XH®id) ¢(X): Ke X— [|] H*” (X%, Q)@ R(H): 
G/H eg G/H eg 

The inclusion im hg X<ker (IL, —L,) follows from the commutativity of the 

diagrams 

, CH \ 
Kig (Hy X")—m (xP) 

Hr , 
Kg (X) : Ky (Hy XH) ——— Kuy(X 1) 

an AN ed 
Ku(x") 

and 

q 
Kg (X)—— Ka (X)=K (X*) ® R (H) 

Jam 

Ky (w) , 
Kg (XB)——— Kx (XX?) [1d QR (w) 

| | . EKw®id \ X 
K(X") @R(H)—————— KX) QR (H)
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whenever Hc H; are subgroups of G and w is an element of WH. This yields that 

we have well-defined the equivariant Chern homomorphism chs. One can easily 
verify that for any orbit G/H 

che (G/H) ®id: Ks (°/H) ® Q—H* (G/H, Rg) 

is an isomorphism. Using the spectral sequence of the Atiyah—Hirzebruch type 

(see Matumoto [3]) we obtain the statement of the proposition. 

Now, let Of be the full subcategory of Og consisting of all orbits G/H, such 

that H 1s a cyclic group. 

2.2. COROLLARY. If X is a compact G-CW complex then Kg (X)Q Q is isomorphic 

to the direct sum 

K(X" Rs; (G/H). o Do KX) © Re (G/H) 

Furthermore, if G is an abelian group then Kg (X) Q Q is isomorphic to 

®. ® KX, 
/HeOG (JH) 

where ¢@ denotes the Euler function. 

Proof. If Pis a G-module then H (X, P) denotes the cohomology of the cochain’ 

complex Homg (C, (X), P). From Lemma 1.3 it follows that 

H*(X, M)= HH, (X¥, M(G/H)), (x, M)=_ BD Hi (X7, M (G]H) 
whenever M is a split coefficient system (see formulas 2.3 and 9.4, p. I-21 in [1]). 

If H is a noncyclic subgroup of G then Rg (G/H) is a trivial group. From propo- 

sition XIL.2.5. in"[5] it follows that 

Hi (X7, Ro (G/HD) 
1s isomorphic to 

H"(X",0) © Rs(G/H) 
Q (WH) 

since Rg (G/H) is a-Q (WH) projective module and 

Hom, (WH) (Zz (WH[F), Rg (G/H))=R¢ (G/H)" = 

’ =Z X) Re (G/H)=Z(WH|F) X Rs (G/H) 
Z(F) Z (WH) 

whenever F is a subgroup of WH. Now it is sufficient to use Proposition 2.1. 
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oq. Cnovmnncke, O06 sxBuBapnmaHTHOCTH OTOOpamkeHmii “Ixens 

Conep:xanne. B mpencrasiesHoit pabore ONpenencHO pacCImensieHue CUCTeMBl K03(GHAIMEHTOB 

[1 SKBUBApHAHTHEIX romonoruii bpenona. I1onb3ysach HX CBOMCTBAMM HOKAa3EIBAETCA, YTO JIS 

goreaHoi rpymmt G K(X) ® Q m3omopdrO xoromonormsiM BpeoHa, C COOTBETCTBYIOMIEH CHC- 

remot x03¢dhammenTOB, KoMmakTHOro G-CW xomnexca X. Iz atoro crenyer, 4to Kg & Q MOXHO 

BEIPa3dTh 4epe3 00nIkHOBeHRYI0 K & O-TEOPHIO.


